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Deploy Effective 
Information Security 
Training Faster 
Accelerate your communication of information security guidance by leveraging 
Broadcat’s collection of intuitive, customizable, and globally-friendly design content. 
Embed these communications tools in diverse use-cases including existing LMS 
systems, asynchronous messaging, or internal knowledge bases.

Data Processing Agreement 
checklist

Checklist which gives IT and procure-
ment teams the ultimate vendor 
contract checklist, covering everything 
from basics to data-processing specif-
ics.

INFORMATION SECURITY ESSENTIALS

How to protect our data from 
imposters

Infographic highlighting who scam-
mers are likely to impersonate, types 
of falsified documents they might use, 
and what details your people need to 
gather.

Departing Employee checklists

Checklists for departing employees 
and their managers to ensure you and 
your teams get what you need before 
the employee is out the door!

TMI? Let us know!

Poster that empowers employees 
who uncover data they don’t need—or 
shouldn’t have—to report it to the 
Privacy Team, pronto!

Module: Personal Data & Privacy

Module that describes how to properly 
collect, use, store, and destroy per-
sonal data employees handle for their 
jobs.

Received a request to transfer 
data?

Decision tree which guides employees 
through what documentation and 
approvals must be in order before any-
thing goes outside the company.

Report unattended information

Screensaver which ensures each 
employee knows their responsibility 
to look out for sensitive info being left 
around—and if they find some, to raise 
it to management.

We protect our data

Infographic which answers the “why” 
of data protection with four key points. 
Your folks will appreciate the context, 
and your leaders will appreciate your 
proactivity.

Working remotely? Protect your 
data!

Graphic which neatly contrasts the 
DOs and DON’Ts of remote working, so 
your people are crystal clear on what 
they need to do to protect company 
assets.

Suspect a privacy breach?

Infographic which covers everything 
employees need to share about a po-
tential data breach BEFORE they meet 
with the Privacy Team.
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INFORMATION SECURITY ESSENTIALS

What’s in the background of your 
selfie?

Poster which reminds employees that 
your company’s private info can be lost 
when an employee doesn’t notice it’s 
accidentally featured in a selfie.

Having a video call?

Poster which reminds the team to pay 
attention to their surroundings so they 
don’t accidentally share sensitive info 
while Zoom meeting hopping.

Notify privacy when mistakes 
happen

Infographic that explains the most 
common scenarios that require the 
help of the privacy team—from every-
day slip-ups to stuff employees stum-
ble upon.

Conference Room Kit

Kit which reminds employees to wipe 
down critical info on boards and pa-
pers throughout your office, especially 
in conference rooms.

Social Media for Sensitive Projects

Decision tree which shows employees 
the potential pitfalls of social media 
use while working on highly confiden-
tial matters.

Know where that link will take you

Poster which reminds your employees 
to do this simple fraud step before 
opening a web page.

Keep confidential computer stuff 
on your computer

Graphic which shows your team not 
to take photos of what’s on their work 
computers.

Protect your data—look at the 
extension!

Poster which shows your team how 
fraudsters make tiny tweaks to safe 
URLS—and how to spot them.

Watch out for scammers—double-
check the domain!

Poster which alerts your team to how 
fraudsters often use fake domains—
and how to spot them.

Don’t get fooled—know the 
sender!

Poster which is a helpful reminder of 
some of the biggest red flags in email 
scams.
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